
Choose a word with a positive connotation from parentheses and

complete each sentence.
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Name :

Positive Connotation

Although we all thought Melvin was lazy, his teacher, Mrs. White, said

 he was only a little too

1)

. (relaxed, workshy)

Working in a place far away from where his family lived, Mr. Moore

really missed the

(smiling, smirking)

8)

faces of his three children.

Miss Hernandez is a highly

(energetic, aggressive)

3) young woman.

Grandpa had a

loved to be around him. (childlike, childish)

4) innocence all his life, so we always

General Thompson was accompanied by a large retinue of5)

aides. (senior, aging)

Mom's heart was6) with love. (rife, replete)

Ms. Miller always

(exudes, excretes)

7) con!dence and determination.

Freddie helped Dana complete the assignment, and she

by doing the dishes. (retaliated, reciprocated)

2)
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Choose a word with a positive connotation from parentheses and

complete each sentence.
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Name :
Answer Key

Positive Connotation

Although we all thought Melvin was lazy, his teacher, Mrs. White, said

 he was only a little too

1)

. (relaxed, workshy)relaxed

Working in a place far away from where his family lived, Mr. Moore

really missed the

(smiling, smirking)

8)

faces of his three children.smiling

Miss Hernandez is a highly

(energetic, aggressive)

3) young woman.energetic

Grandpa had a

loved to be around him. (childlike, childish)

4) innocence all his life, so we alwayschildlike

General Thompson was accompanied by a large retinue of5)

aides. (senior, aging)senior

Mom's heart was6) with love. (rife, replete)replete

Ms. Miller always

(exudes, excretes)

7) con!dence and determination.exudes

Freddie helped Dana complete the assignment, and she

by doing the dishes. (retaliated, reciprocated)

2) reciprocated
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